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It always seems 

impossible until it’s done.
Nelson Mandela



Confirming a Value Base

Important personal values

that a staff

member should possess!



What does a safe environment 

look and feel like to you?



Acceptable and Unacceptable 

Behaviour



What common circumstances do 

our children experience?





When children can’t read... we teach them.

When children can’t write...we guide them.

When children can’t self regulate and handle big 

emotions...they get punished!

We need to look beyond the behaviour.



Not all children learn in conventional ways or in conventional 

settings.

We don’t know all the answers and never will.  There is no 

magic wand.

Key element is a process of enquiry.  

Part of our role is to discover 

Our job to find out.  Walk and Talk. Investigate and Discover



Secure Attachment

Securely attached children are more likely to:-

Better problem solvers

More curious

Have higher academic achievement

Co-operate and Self Regulate

More self aware



Non - Negotiables

•Research the pupils you are working with

•Know the pupils

•Know school policy

•Be confident

•Be firm/fair and consistent

•Follow up!



Common Triggers

●Negative interaction with an adult

●Negative interaction with a peer

●Change in schedule or activity

●Disappointment, expectations unmet

●High rate of failure on a task

●Confusion about a task

●Low preference activities

●Being told no, or being denied something

●Environment variables: lighting, noise level, seating arrangement

●Medication changes

●Unmet physical needs: hunger, thirst, sleep

●Anxiety about school or activities

●Negative events at home: arguments with parents or siblings, divorce, new sibling, moving



Reframing

Rats in Hanoi

Amsterdam airport



What got you here, won’t get 

you there!
Goldsmith

My name is Gavin Cass and I am currently 

working for GWE, the Sc



‘Rarely have I met someone, be it an adult or a 

child, who’s behaviour didn’t make complete 

sense when the context came to light. We just 

have to make sure we are shining the light in the 

right places.’

M Armiger



If our children could articulate 

their experiences, thoughts & 

worries, what would they say?



When I think of “..............” at my school...

1. Who’s it for? 

2. What’s it for? 

3. How am I feeling about solving this problem?



Every behaviour is a form of communication. 
It is our job to work out what they are telling 
us.
We might not remember the trauma but a 
trigger such as a smell or a sound can set us 
off.
The body keeps the score 
Bessel van der Kolk.



1.Rigorous Relentless Routines’

2.Silence is your friend

3.Condemn the action not the child

4.Be mindful of your voice and body language

5.(Move around; accessibility)

6.Remain detached from situation

7.Remove audience pressure

8.Build up your ‘tokens’

9.Model- every expectation

10.Treat everybody fairly



Brain Development

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ij-yplYtMs

Survival Emotional
Thinking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ij-yplYtMs


Can get stuck in the survival brain stage.

Feel emotion first

Cognition comes much later









Four Categories of Function
•

Social Attention

Escape/Avoidance

Tangibles

Sensory



Social Attention

The person we support has learned that behaving in a 

particular way is a reliable way of gaining attention.



Escape/Avoidance

The person we support has learned that behaving in a 

particular way is a reliable way of escaping from or 

avoiding a particular activity.



Tangibles
The person we support has learned that behaving in a 

particular way is a reliable way of gaining access to 

preferred items or activities.



Sensory

The person we support has learned that behaving in a 

particular way is a reliable way of meeting a sensory 

need. 



MINDSET
Everyday is a new chance to connect with your most 

difficult children.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_h8saSZWXg

Every single interaction is an opportunity to develop

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_h8saSZWXg


Before we move people forward we need to 

appreciate the problem

Our bodies remember what the mind may not recall

We need to reframe how we see behaviour



SHOCK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ox7Uj2pw-80

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ox7Uj2pw-80






•Yoga

Meditation    Deep breathing    Vibration 
therapy

Brain breaks    Bouncing Relaxation    Lego

Singing    Arm Hanging Running    

Full body movements – Boxing, weightlifting, most 
sports! 



Focus on a single identifiable 

positive learning attitude that 

you are going to recognise 

whenever you see it



Resist the temptation to connect 

their behaviour with your 

feelings.  You risk giving pupils  

route map to your emotions.



Verbalise the behaviour you want to see -

Make it explicit in words and actions.  

Recognition Boards



Tell learners you have 

noticed...anything.

Phone Calls



Positive rapport and great relationships cannot be 

fast tracked.  

Little and often, slow and steady.

Let them know you care in the most subtle and 

discreet ways possible.



Avoid looming!!!

When you ask for behaviour to change walk away 

and give them time.



Be dogged, persistent and consistent in using praise 

with challenging learners.  Initially they may reject it.

30 days!!!



The first five minutes

Oscar winning performance got to interest, provokes and engages

Short bursts of highly engaging performance to inject eagerness

Meeting, Greeting, Smile, Shaking hands, Be pleased to see them, Make them 

feel not just important but irreplaceable

‘Thank goodness you have arrived’. 

Catch the ones that are following your routine and doing the right thing.  



Low level disruption

Reduce the time spent talking to the whole class

Use a recognition board

Appropriate work, enthusiastic presentation.

Private short term targets for tricky individuals matched with regular reinforcement

Be explicit about the behaviour you expect to see

Catch learners following what you want

Positioning in the room

Show me how I can help you?



When dysregulated, children often seek their 

version of safety. Sometimes this can make them 

even more unsafe. So where we can, let’s build 

that safety into our provisions.’

Where are the common places that children go

when dysregulated?



Routine Review

Coming in to school

Into Class

Transitions 

Social times

Assembly

Classroom



Regulation in the classroom

Flexible seating

Safe space

Backed seating and seating to feel the floor

Visualisations

Music

Headphones

Essential oil lamps (peppermint/rosemary)





Building Safety Throughout school

Outside

Corridors - Hidden spaces

Classrooms - spare seats

Playground zoned



You don’t have to be a therapist to be 

therapeutic.

What can we do for every child?



What do you want your school to look like?

Habit 1 - Whole School Buy-in

Habit 2 - Data Analysis

Habit 3 - The Right People on the Bus

Habit 4 - The Core Team

Habit 5 - Planning for Establishing Habits 



Guaranteed Success

1.Make people feel special. Kindness is 
Key!
2.Don’t indulge in moods!
3.Recognise the art of the possible
4.Live for TODAY not the next job!
5.It’s NOT about you…



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3xoZXSW5yc

Jaz Ampaw Farr - Please watch her Ted Talk.  She is amazing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3xoZXSW5yc



